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CALCULATION OF CLOSED ORBIT ERRORS DUE TO MISALIGNMENT 
OF COMBINED FUNCTION MAGNETS WITH LARGE BEND ANGLE 

Eva S. Bozoki+ 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, 11973 

I, ABSTRACT 
The effects of different misalignment? of bending magnets with very 
small bendine radius (o < lm) and very large bending angle (Qb = 180, 
in some cases 360’) are disc&d. These magnets are represented by n 
segments. A method is given to calculate misalignments of a segment at 
any a < Qjb bend angle from the misalignments of the whole (rigid) 
magnet. This method is then used to calculate distorted closed orbits for 
the SXLS ring. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
With the advetil of the compact electron synchmtons/stordge rings, the 
mle of bending magnets of very small bending radius (p < lm) and very 
large bending angle (cDb = 180”, in some cases 3600) are becoming 
important [l-4]. The horizontal and/or the vertical betatmn phase 
advance can be significant across the magnet. Furthermore, these mag- 
nets are combined function magnets having significant quadrupole, sextu- 
pole and higher harmonic components in addition to the dipole field. 

There are few other magnetic elements in the compact rings, and those 
elements arrr relatively short and straightforward to manufacture and to 
align to great accuracy. Therefore the significant sources of closed orbit 
errors in the compact rings are the above large hending angle magnets. 

3. SOURCES OF ORBIT ERRORS 
Kicks along the path of the beam can arize from magnet imperfections 
(field ermrs) and magnet misalignments (which result in deviation from 
the ideal field along the beam path). In case of air-core superconducting 
magnets the misalignment of the coils can be looked at % “magnet 
misalignments”. 

For a Y(s’), J t < s’ < s2 extended kick, the resulting closed orbit dis- 
placement is 

((s) = $gj Y(s’)~js[Q(s) -$(x3 - nvld~‘, (1) 
31 

where <=-r, or ycO and p. $ and v are the betatmn function, phase 
advance and tune, respectively. If the phase advance is small along the 
kick, then it can be treated as a point kick at the middle of the magret 
and the integral can be replaced by its value at the point kick location. 

Table-l lists the field ermrS and misalignments which can lead to closed 
orbit errors in the presence of dipole, quadN@e and sextupole field. 
-- 

Table-l 
Sources of closed orbit errors 

elmt source AB y,, effect 

Pure field error, Al$ AE$ @b hB,JB, -Go 

field error, ABx AB, @b MA 14 YC” 
D displ., AZ ABy-B, AZ Azip , xc0 
I roll, (3, a -By a Oh 0z Y<” 1 pitch, 6, 

E / displ., AZ 

- - . __ 1 AB;=B,& 1 
x-y coup1 j 

1 ABB,=B’Ax 1 KLLAx 1 &I 

@, = bend angle of DIP, p = bend radius of DIP 
L=lengtbsofQuad, K’=B’/Bp 

In combined function magnets, all of the above sources of closed orbit 
errors have to be considered. Furthermore. due to the large bending 
angle, there is a mixing of misalignments as will be shown in section-3. 

The effect of misalignments of the magnets on the closed orbit is usually 
calculated by modeling programs, such as MAD, SYNCH, PETROC, 

%rk performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 
?nd funhed by U.S. DoD. 

_. 

For replacing truly extended kicks with a point kick, see rel [S]. 

etc. In order to follow the orbit in the magnet it is necessary to “cut” the 
magnet into n segments and calculate the misalignment of each of 
these sections assuming a given misalignment of the whole magnet. 
These calculations will be presented in section-3 and their ~lfpli~ilt~fln tit 
the SXLS ring [l] in section-4. 

4. MISALJGNMEh’T OF A SlZ’dENT OF I.AR(;E BEND-.4NGLE MJGNETS 
4.1 Definitions and notations 
The magnet will be considered as consisting of n identical scpmcnis of 
Q = cD,/n bending angle each. 

MAD requires the specification of the misalignment of a magncl in terms 
of the AX, AY, AZ misplacements and 8, (pitch), 0) (yaw), 8, (roll) 
rotations between the reference orbit and tie normal vectors of the mng- 
net in the beam’s local coordinate syslem. In this coordinate system the 
direction of the z-axis coincides with the direction of the beam. the x- 
axis is in and the y-axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane. Their 
direction is specified. by the right handedness of the coordinate system 

A few notations and definitions are introduced here. The intersection of 
the reference orbit with the entry face of the i-th segment will be called 
center point, Pi. The center point of the misaligned segment will be 
denoted by iy,. The magnet’s or a segment’s own coordinate system is 
the beam’s local coord$ate system with the origo at P or at P,. This 
means, that the ii’, J, t normal (unit) vectors of the entry fncc of lhe 
magnet lie on the x, y, z-axes (see Fig. 1). AT. AY, AZ. @,, 8,, @, 
will refer to the misalignments of the whole magnet in its X,Y ,Z coordi- 
nate system, while A&, Aylyi, AZ; ,ex,, , Oy,i, ez,; refer to the misalign- 
ments of the i-th segment in their xi,r\l, ,zi coordinate systems. For con- 
venience, on the following figures @, = 180” and n = 6 are used. 

I 0’ 
bwm 

Fig. 1 
Definition of the X,Y,Z and x~g;.z, coordinate systems 

lbe l-st segment’s own coordinate system, (x t, y 1, z I), is identical with 
that of the whole magnet, (X,Y,Z). Because of the choice of the origo. 
the Axi, Ayi, AZ, misplacements of the i-th segment are the .r,, y,, z, 
coordinates of the P’; pint. Roll, pitch and yaw are defined by the 
0?, Ox and ey angles between (ii’, J’) as pmiected on the (x,y)-plane. 
(1, ?) as projected on the (y.z)-plane and (t, 7) as projected on the 
(2.x)-plane, respectively (see Figs. 2). 

Figs. 2 
Definition of roil, pitch and ~3’1% 
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4.2 AX misplacement 
The whole magnet is misplaced by &y. This is a two-dimensional prob- 
lem, mixing the Ar, and Azj misplacements as shown on Fig. 3. It is 
easy to see, thal hr, and ilzi for the i-th segment can tx calculated as 

A~i = AX cos [(i-I)cx] and Azi = -AX sin [(i-l)aj (2) 

4.3 Yaw 
The whole magnet is rotated by 0, around the Y-axis, This is a two. 
dimensional problem, mixing the Oy,i rotations and the A,T,, Azrzi mis- 
placements as shown on Fig. 4. 

KBffftj& 
k’-- -----’ I 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 ” 
AX misplacement of the 180” magnet *, yaw of the 180’ magnet 

The yaw of each segment are identical: O,,; = ey. The Ax,, Aq mis- 
placements arc calculated as follows. 

The coordinates of P, and Pi are IiIst calculated in the (X,2) coordinate 
system: 

XP’ = d,sin[(i-I)+]. xp. = ff,sin(i-l)g, 

f” = d,cos[(i-l)+]. 2“ = d,cos(i-l):, 

where d, is the sagitta, given by dj = 2 p sin[(i-I):] 

After applying coordinate transformation from (X,Y) to (T?+p) by moov- 
ing the P 1 origo to P, one obtains for small 8,‘s (such that cos@, = 1 
and sin@, = 8,: 

“’ = xp”- Xp’ = -d,8,Cos(i-1): = ...fJ@ysin(i-l)a, 

2” = Z”’ - 2” = d,8ysin(i-1): = p@, [I - ~s(i-l)~], 

Finally, applying a coordinate rotation by (i-])a. the coordinates of P ’ 
an: obtained in its own, (x, ,zi). coordinate system (which are in fact. tik 
misplacements of the i-th segment): 

Ax, 5 xpi’= -ZP”sin(i-l)a+.““cos(i-l)* = -pB,sin(i-1)a 

Az~= z,‘~‘= ~P”cos(i-l)n+~P”sin(i-l)~ -pf$[l-cos(i-l)a] 

W 

(3b) 

4.4 Roll 
The whole magnet is mtaled by 0, angle around the z-axis. This is a 
three dimensional problem mixing the Ay, misplacement and the Ox,i, 
Bz,i rotations as shown on Fig. 5. It can be seen, that the Aq, Ayr 

roll of the 180’ magnet 

misplacements of the i-th segment arr: 

Ar, = A [.~in(i-11~~1, AZ; = A [cns(i-I)*], and Ay, = (i,sinB,, 

where A = d;[l--cos8,), and d, = p[l-cos(i-l)n]. 

For realistically small misalignments (63, 5 1 mrad), this yields: 

ox, = Az~ = 0, and A)~i = die, = B,p[l-cos(i-l)a]. (da) 

The pitch of ihe i-b se&menl, Ox,, is the projection of the (z, I]“) angle 
on the (yi,zi) plane, while the mll, BZ,;,, is the pmjection of the (4, 4’) 
angle on the (xiJi)-plane. Remembering, that the original roll of the 
whole magnet, 8,, is the (D’t, itI’) angle, which is the same as the pro- 
jection of the (ifI, it, ‘1 angle on the (x,,y+plane, one can get: 

rg 0x.i = sin (i-1)a tg 8, = 8, sin(i-l)a, (4b) 

tge,,i = cos(i-1)a tg@, = @,cos(i-l)a. (*I 

4.5 Pitch 
The whole magnet is rotated by e, angle around the x-axis. This is a 
three dimensional problem mixing the Ayi misplacement and the 
Bx,i, Oz.i rotations as shown on Fig. 6. The misplacements of the i-th 

Fig. 6 1 
el pitch of the 1806 magnet 

segment are (for small 8,): 

Ax, = 0, Ay, = d,S, = B,psin(i-l)a 

The rotations can be calculated similarly to section-3.4, except that the 
role of B,,i and Ox,; are reversed. 

Ox,{ = f&cos(i-lJa, e,,‘ = 0,sin(i-l)a. 

5. RESULTS 
Closed orbit errors were calculated for the SXLS ring. This is a two- 
superperiod, 200 Mev ring of C=8.5 m circumference. Each superperiod 
consists of a 1800 comlked function magnet with bending radius of 
p=O.6 m and two additional shon (I = 0.15 m) quadrupoles, as indicated 
on Fig. 7. The horizontal and vertical tunes are v,=1.415, v,=O.415, and 
consequently, the horizontal and vertical phase advances accross the 
magnet are &=180’ and $=I 8”. respectively. The p,, & and q, 
machine functions are shown on Fig. 7. 
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Figs. 7 
Machine functions (a) and betatmn phase advance (b) for the SXLS ring 

The method, described in section-3 was applied to calculate the effect of 
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a given misalignment of the bending magnets. Figs. 8a and h show the 
distorted horizontal closed orbit, x,, as a result of a AX = 1 mm mis- 
placement and 0, = I mrad yaw of one of the bending magnet. The so- 
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Figs. 8 
Horizontal closed orbit errors due to AX, 0, misalignments and ‘y, kick 

at the middle (solid curve) and at the end (txoken curve) of the magnet 

lid curves correspnd to n=6, while the broken and dotted curves were 
calculated with n=3 and 1, respectively. It is interesting to note, that the 
AX and Q, misalignments of the magnet yield distorted closed orbit of 
very similar shap but strongly different magnitude. The same sbap. of 
orbit result\; from a point kick at the exit end of the magnet (‘but not at 
the middle of the magnet since the kick approximation of equ.(l) is not 
valid) as shown on Fig. 8c. Point kick at the end of the magnet ma); 
result fmm deviation of the actual from the design fringe field. 

On Fig. 9a ,h and c the distorted vertical closed orbit, yiO, is shown as a 
result of a AY=-1 mm displacement, 8,=1 mrad ml1 and @,=I mrad 
pitch, respectively. 
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It can be seen the AY, 0, and 9, misalignments (especially the 
former two), yield closed orbits of a similar shape and different magni- 
tude. This is due to the fact, that because of the small vertical phase 
advance accross the magnet, the point kick approximation of equ.(l) is 
valid. This point is funher illustrated by comparing the orbits on Figs. 
9a-c with the closed orbit resulting from a Y’,=l mrad kick at the middle 
of the magnet w shown on Fig. 9d. 

The largest closed orbit distortions are caused by the eY and 8, mta- 
tions of the magnet. In all cases, however, since the misalignment of the 
magnet can easily be kept under 0.25 mm and 0.25 mrad, the maximum 
closed orbit errors m: 

lxcyI I 0.35mm, xgy--“k 2 0.7mm l,Jy <: 0.4mrud 

lyy I 1.4mm, yf~k--to-pnk < 0.9mm I,‘$‘= I O.hmrud 

Unlike in large rings with many magnets, where their misalignment is 
random. the two 180” magnet can be misaligned either in the same or in 
the opposite sense. The results are shown on Figs. 10 for two representa- 
tive cases, yaw and pitch. 
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Fig.10 
The efl‘ect of tl mmd misalignlncnt in one dipole (solid lines) i)r in b~)th 

dipoles (bmken lines) and +l, -1 mrad in the two dipoles (dolted lines,! 

i 

1 

For the EaIistic 0.25 mm and 0.25 mrad misalignmen& the, maximum 
closed orbits ermrrr due to misalignments of both bending magnets are: 

Iq.yl < 0.7mm, Xcyk-t+p=k < 1 .dmw,, , l,x’c~axl 5 O.Xmrad 

ly,y= 5 1.9mm, YCO 
p-=--to -Peak 2 , ,omml ly’,yY s 0.6mrud 

Detailed analysis of the closed orbit ermrs and correction scheme is 
given in [6]. 
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Figs. 9 
Vertical closed orbit errors due to AY, 9,) B, misalignments and Y, kick 

at the middle of the magnet 


